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Use font Times New Roman 14 pt. and bold for secondary headings (e.g. Introduction, Literature

review, Discussion, Conclusions, References) and 10 pt. for formatting all the subsequent texts. The

research context should be provided in the introduction section. Avoid the use of tables and figures in

this section. The objectives and/or hypotheses as posited or analyzed should be clarified. The

information on related research on the subject can also be included in the Introduction to support your

arguments. The main ideas, significance, relevance, and contribution to existing theories and practices

should be elaborated in this section.

2. Secondary heading
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word, proper nouns, and acronyms should be capitalized. Use font Times New Roman 14 pt. and bold

for secondary headings.
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Longer equations should be split at appropriate algebraic symbols. The parts of the longer equations

should be horizontally left aligned in the equation editor. Equations should be numbered in Arabic

numerals in round brackets and aligned right. The punctuation and numbers of longer equations

should be vertically centered with the last line of the equation.



4. Tables and figures
Tables and Figures should be numbered consecutively and given in the identified place in

manuscript. Sources of data used in tables and figures should be duly acknowledged in footnote to

the same. Abbreviations and acronyms used in the tables and figures should be duly described in the

manuscript where they have been cited/referenced/interpreted and also in the footnotes of the

table/figure. Tables and figures should be duly referenced in the manuscript, where these have been

interpreted. All tables should be presented as a part of the text and should be editable. Figures must

be of professional quality and be ready for reproduction.
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Title and content is 8 pt.

Line Format Three-line table with solid lines Line width 1px, black

Title location At the top of table

Table location Centralized in text area

Source: Author (year)
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A B

Line Format Three-line table with solid lines Line width 1pt. black

Title location At the top of table

Table location Center aligned

The figures should have resolutions not lower than 600 dpi, with signals and letters in Times

New Roman at 8 pt. A space should always be maintained between the variable and the unit. Style

and font size of all figures should be the same throughout the manuscript. The figures shall be center

aligned with title underneath. For a set of figures, it shall be alphabetically organized with lowercase

letter in round brackets, such as (a), (b), (c) instead of giving numerical order to each individual

figure under the same group.



Figure 1. Food price indices in Ethiopia (2010=100)

Source: Author’s illustration using data from [16]

Figure 2. Scatter plot of HDI and explanatory variables
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